Pangea Electronics: With passion for the Social
When you think of startups, you often think of young, cool and trendy looking guys,
of course, using the latest, most advanced phones and computers. Lying in bed til
shortly before 12 am, to then start working. But this goes also differently, prove the
boys of Berlin Startups Pangea Electronics.
Cenk, Hungi, Yu and Bangoura not correspond with the usual clichés mentioned. They
look like ordinary types - personable and friendly, since good mood is important to them.
Highly motivated and focused, they are already sitting in the morning behind their
computers. Creative and highly motivated. While others dream of translating ideas, here
the ideas become reality.
The recognized by the fact that they already are at the start with their projects:
responti.com, locotigmbh.com and tibuti.com, a search engine for sports fields. Thus they
are almost old rabbits. With the start-up procedure at least familiar. With some experience.
The four, who met during their computer science studies, have become friends. Their
passion for the Social unites them. This is the drive for their modular Pangea Sun
Notebook. "Our idea is to bring a notebook on the market that is sustainable," says Cenk.
With the modular Pangea Sun Notebook a step towards sustainability is made. Influenced
by the steadily growing electrical mountain they said that things can not go on and you
they
think,
that
it
can
not
go
on
like
this.
"After a few years notebooks land on the electrical, because the repair is too expensive or
the computer is too slow and a new, faster her needs," says Cenk. The idea of the modular
notebook was born. A notebook consisting of modules that are easily replaceable, such as
the defective screen - and that too affordable. But they are going several steps further. The
notebook is available open source and open hardware – multifunctional, innovative and
social!
hey know about what they talking, because as computer scientists, they have already
spent a lot of time behind computers. That which also resonates, can be seen at the new,
additional partners, such as IBM, the FabLab.Berlin and StartupBrett. But nevertheless,
the team is still the most important. Mutual support, participation rights, democratic
processes and of course providing the team with breakfast and lunch.
The time is ripe for a modular notebook. The time is ripe for a new awareness in the
company, the products and the company / between people.
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